We report the first DNA amplification chemistry with switch-like characteristics: the chemistry is biphasic, with an expected initial phase followed by an unprecedented high gain burst of product oligonucleotide in a second phase. The first and second phases are separated by a temporary plateau, with the second phase producing 10 to 100 times more product than the first. The reaction is initiated when an oligonucleotide binds and opens a palindromic looped DNA template with two binding domains. Upon loop opening, the oligonucleotide trigger is rapidly amplified through cyclic extension and nicking of the bound trigger. Loop opening and DNA association drive the amplification reaction, such that reaction acceleration in the second phase is correlated with DNA association thermodynamics. Without a palindromic sequence, the chemistry resembles the exponential amplification reaction (EXPAR). EXPAR terminates at the initial plateau, revealing a previously unknown phenomenon that causes early reaction cessation in this popular oligonucleotide amplification reaction. Here we present two distinct types of this biphasic reaction chemistry and propose dominant reaction pathways for each type based on thermodynamic arguments. These reactions create an endogenous switch-like output that reacts to approximately 1 pM oligonucleotide trigger. The chemistry is isothermal and can be adapted to respond to a broad range of input target molecules such as proteins, genomic bacterial DNA, viral DNA, and microRNA. This rapid DNA amplification reaction could potentially impact a variety of disciplines such as synthetic biology, biosensors, DNA computing, and clinical diagnostics.
Introduction
Isothermal oligonucleotide amplification chemistries have become increasingly popular due to their simplicity and adaptability to a variety of systems. 1 Enzyme-free strand displacement amplification cascades can rapidly produce free oligonucleotides with nanomolar input trigger concentrations. 2, 3 Other oligonucleotide amplification reactions rely on polymerase to extend a template-bound oligonucleotide trigger and a nicking endonuclease to free the newly made product. The most common example of this reaction scheme is the exponential amplification reaction, or EXPAR. 4 While many EXPARtype amplification reactions are employed to detect a wide variety of targets, none have shown the non-linear, biphasic kinetics observed here. Stem-loop template structures were used to detect small quantities of microRNA 5, 6 or target DNA oligonucleotide 7 via the binding and extension of the target to a stem-loop DNA template, but these stem loop structures did not include a palindromic region. EXPAR using looped palindromic templates has been previously reported, [8] [9] [10] but did not exhibit biphasic kinetics. Isothermal oligonucleotide amplification reactions with concurrent action of a polymerase and a nickase are widely incorporated into DNA circuits and logic gates, 2,11 miRNA detection, 12, 13 aptamer-based analyte detection, 14 RNA detection, 15 and genomic DNA detection, 16 and are thus broadly used across a variety of disciplines. While many works have shown the utility of oligonucleotide amplification, a base biphasic switch-like amplification reaction has not yet been reported. Switch-like responses to input stimuli are ubiquitous in nature. This switching behavior is common in cell signaling, transcription, and genetic regulatory networks; it is commonly accepted that these switches react decisively to a true signal while filtering out noise. 17 Several studies have reported switch-like behavior in synthetic biochemical systems. Ion channels can be repurposed into biosensor switches by preventing channel dimerization in the presence of a target antigen, thus turning on in the presence of target. 18 DNA oscillators can switch between an "on" and "off" state by combining DNA degradation with a DNA amplification reaction. 11 It was noted that this oscillatory effect could be achieved through non-linear DNA amplification instead of non-linear DNA degradation, but the former was difficult to obtain and manipulate; it was therefore not an option when creating a DNA circuit. Structure-switching sensors such as aptamers 19 and molecular beacons 20, 21 change conformation in the presence of a specific target molecule. When properly designed, structure-switching biosensors can also create Hill-type cooperative responses: biosensors with two binding sites produce an ultrasensitive response if the affinity of the target for the second site is altered by target association to the first site. [22] [23] [24] [25] Cooperative release of a reporter strand by dual target binding has also shown improved discrimination of single nucleotide variants within the target molecule, 26 and can be combined with asymmetric PCR amplification for a two-step detection system. These exciting biomimetic systems typically produce outputs with nanomolar trigger inputs without further amplification. A single cell can contain as few as 10 microRNA molecules per cell, 27 and clinically relevant DNA and RNA concentrations range from hundreds of picomolars to attomolars. 28 Clinically relevant protein concentrations are often in the femtomolar range. 29 While these previous studies explored sensors that are controlled switches, most do not have the subsequent high-gain amplification required for low target concentrations. We present a rapid isothermal nucleic acid amplification method with an endogenous switching mechanism. The method exploits a naturally occurring stall in the amplification reaction, which produces a low-level signal. This scheme is exciting for four main reasons: first, to our knowledge this is the first DNA amplification scheme with biphasic output. Second, it reveals that standard and broadly used oligonucleotide amplification reactions can be recovered from a plateau to produce as much as ∼100 times more reaction product in the late phase; this late phase reveals previously unknown biochemical reaction mechanisms. Third, certain kinetic features can be approximated based on DNA association thermodynamics, which is not a common feature of DNA amplification reactions. Fourth, we can tune the high-gain late phase to show a large "jump" in signal, which is potentially based on cooperative binding effects. The high-yield nature of the reaction may also allow use of colorimetric readout techniques such as those used for LAMP amplification 30 or those already used by EXPAR, 31 thus eliminating the need for fluorescent detection.
In this first characterization of a biphasic DNA amplification reaction, we show required conditions for entering the second phase as well as proposed reaction mechanisms driving two distinct types of switch-like reactions. Output kinetics can be tuned to control reaction acceleration in the second phase, resembling definitive switch turn-on. Additionally, reaction design using controlled DNA association thermodynamics give some control over first phase kinetics. Proteins, 14, [32] [33] [34] [35] genomic bacterial DNA, 16 viral DNA, 31 microRNA, 36 or mRNA 15 can be transduced into oligonucleotide triggers with arbitrary sequences. As established techniques can create the oligonucleotide triggers for this biphasic DNA amplification reaction from a variety of specific biomolecules, the system described here is applicable to a broad range of biological sensors. The definitive response and high-gain output displayed by this amplification scheme make it a promising reaction for use in biomarker detection assays that could be used in limited-resource or point-of-care settings. 
Experimental

Data analysis
Real-time reaction traces were analyzed with custom software using Matlab (Natick, MA). Details on calculation of inflection points and maximum reaction rates can be found in the ESI (Fig. SI5 , † custom Matlab analysis software). The ratios between maximum reaction rates and inflection points were calculated from at least two experiments with three experimental replicates each. When appropriate, data from two experiments were averaged using a weighted average. Spearman's rank-order correlations and p-values were determined using the function "corr" with the type selected as "Spearman" in Matlab (Natick, MA). Further details of statistical analysis can be found in the ESI † under "statistics".
Results and discussion
Reaction pathways in the biphasic DNA amplification reaction
The biphasic DNA amplification reaction contains the same base components as the exponential amplification reaction for oligonucleotides (EXPAR). 4 Both EXPAR and the biphasic DNA amplification reaction amplify a trigger sequence of ten to twenty base pairs in length at a single reaction temperature of 55°C through the action of a thermophilic polymerase and a nicking endonuclease. Both reactions non-specifically create product in the absence of initial DNA trigger, and exhibit similar separation between this non-specific amplification and specific trigger-initiated amplification under our tested conditions ( Fig. SI6 †) . The primary difference between the original EXPAR reaction and the biphasic oligonucleotide amplification reaction is the palindromic sequence within the DNA template that causes the template to fold into a looped configuration. The thermodynamics of the trigger binding and DNA association lie in a regime that creates a biphasic DNA amplification reaction; EXPAR-type DNA amplification using looped templates is found in literature, [8] [9] [10] but the biphasic kinetics have not yet been reported or analyzed.
Representative outputs of the oligonucleotide amplification reaction are shown in Fig. 1 . Despite the similarities in reaction components, the biphasic amplification reaction reported here is functionally distinct from all other EXPAR reactions. The first phase of the reaction resembles traditional EXPAR output, with an initial rise and a first plateau. After the first plateau, the biphasic reaction enters a high-gain second phase. This finding reveals that EXPAR can recover from the first plateau, a fact that was previously unknown. One template favored a linear configuration at the reaction temperature (LS3 lowpG2, T m = 49.2°C) (Fig. SI2 †) and still gave biphasic output; this implied that while a palindromic region is necessary for biphasic output, a stable loop structure is not.
The mechanism behind the switch-like oligonucleotide amplification reaction is likely driven by multiple phenomena, as shown in Fig. 2 . The DNA template is composed of two copies of the complementary sequence joined by a ten-nucleotide nicking enzyme recognition site. The template contains a 3′ amine group to prevent extension of the template, a 3′ toehold, a palindromic sequence, the nickase recognition site, the repeated 5′ toehold, and the repeated palindromic sequence. The palindromic region causes the template to fold into a looped configuration (top panel, Fig. 2 ). Triggers for these templates consist of the toehold complement and the template palindrome. When trigger binds to the 3′ end of the template and unwinds the template loop, the DNA polymerase extends the strand and the nicking enzyme recognition site is created. The nickase then nicks the growing strand. The polymerase can extend at this nick and will displace downstream trigger that has not dynamically dissociated from the template. Two distinct template types are discussed here: Type I templates with dynamic trigger:template association at the reaction temperature (T m < 60°C), and Type II templates with stable trigger:template association at the reaction temperature (T m > 60°C). When the displaced trigger is freed it can prime other templates, leading to trigger amplification. The amplification therefore produces both triggers and long triggers that contain the nickase recognition site on their 3′ end. The presence of the palindromic sequence on the triggers and template produces several new reaction pathways; the proposed dominant reaction pathways in each phase of the reaction are denoted by color in Fig. 2 . Long triggers contain the trigger sequence and the newly elongated nickase recognition site. The trigger can catalyze removal of this long trigger through association of the palindromic region of the long trigger and the trigger (Fig. 2, light blue) , and subsequent loop closure. The association of the template and the first trigger molecule will open the loop, which both aids and stabilizes a second trigger association. For most templates, the looped configuration is more stable than the open, trigger-bound configuration (Table SI2 †) . The loop structure of the templates with two toehold regions may possibly create cooperative binding between the triggers and the looped template: the association of the first trigger will open the loop and make the second trigger association more thermodynamically favorable. The palindromic section of the triggers can also associate, be extended by the polymerase, and create inert triggers unable to further replicate; this pathway has been previously discussed 8 ( Fig. 2, dark blue) . We hypothesize that these new reaction pathways create the unique features of our amplification reaction.
Properties of the first reaction phase
The first reaction phase resembles the base EXPAR reaction, with a low-gain reaction phase followed by a plateau. Inflection points are traditionally used as a surrogate for EXPAR reaction kinetics, so the kinetics of the first phase of the biphasic reaction were given by the first inflection point. Thermodynamics of the looped DNA template and 3′ toehold association are correlated with the first-phase reaction kinetics of Type I templates: templates with a 3′ toehold free energy that is lower than the loop free energy have rapid first phase kinetics (193 ± 17 seconds) and templates with a 3′ toehold free energy that is higher than the loop free energy have slower first phase kinetics (780 ± 90 seconds). Type II templates have different behavior and showed only modest correlation between first-phase reaction kinetics and DNA association thermodynamics (Fig. SI1 †) .
While the reaction plateau stall was previously attributed to loss of nickase integrity, 4 the recovery of the reaction after the first plateau when using palindromic templates suggests otherwise. Recently others have hypothesized that templates could be "poisoned" due to polymerase errors that render the DNA strand bound to the template unextendable. 40 We hypothesize that poisoned templates could cause the plateau seen in the original EXPAR reaction and the first plateau in the biphasic amplification reaction. We estimated the plateau trigger concentration to be between 1-10 µM, with the plateau concentration of a standard EXPAR reaction being 5.58 µM (Table SI3 †) , and the plateau concentration of a selected looped template LS3 at 2.5 µM (Fig. SI3 †) . The plateau concentration of trigger molecule is therefore between 10 and 100 times greater than the template concentration of 0.1 µM. Due to the rapid template inactivation after at most 100 cycles of extension and nicking it is unlikely that polymerase error causes this plateau, given error rates of polymerases such as Bst DNA polymerase that lack the 3′ → 5′ exonuclease domain are approximately 10 −4 . 41 We hypothesize that the plateau is due to noncanonical behavior of the nickase enzyme that Fig. 2 Biphasic DNA amplification reaction. The cartoon depicts potential reaction pathways in the biphasic DNA amplification reaction. The amplification requires a looped DNA template with two palindromic sequences (Yp), two toeholds (t'), and a restriction site (⊠), as well as polymerase and nickase enzymes. The reaction amplifies a DNA trigger with a reverse compliment to the template toehold (t) and the palindromic region (Yp). Arrows show extendable 3' ends of the DNA; the 3' end of the template is blocked with an amine group to prevent non-specific elongation. The trigger can bind to either toehold region t' and strand displace the palindromic region Yp, thus opening the loop (yellow). A polymerase can then extend the trigger and create the recognition site for a nicking endonuclease, as well as an identical trigger. The nickase then cuts the top strand, freeing the newly created trigger to bind other templates. The loop can also remove the long trigger and close with the aid of triggers, which can bind the long trigger and facilitate loop closure. This may be vital to remove "poisoned" long triggers that cannot amplify and block further trigger amplification on the template (light blue). The palindromic region can also cause trigger dimerization, after which the toehold regions can be filled by the polymerase (dark blue); this removes trigger molecules from further amplification cycles. Colored regions on the amplification curve correlate with the proposed dominant reaction mechanism in each reaction phase.
leaves a long unextendable trigger, as the nickase is operating in suboptimal conditions when compared to the polymerase. 42 It is also possible that a fully elongated trigger poisons the template; however, the mechanism behind the template poisoning is beyond the scope of this study.
Properties of the second reaction phase
After the first plateau, the amplification enters a high-gain second phase followed by a second plateau. The amplification does not exit the first plateau unless there is a palindromic region in the template; we hypothesize that template rescue is aided by trigger association to the long "poisoned" triggers in conjunction with subsequent loop closure. This trigger-dependent rescue would prevent the long trigger from reassociating with the template, particularly after polymerase extension of the 3′ trigger end. The trigger could also bind the template and prevent reassociation of the long trigger. These events would aid in the loop closure and template rescue (Fig. 2 , light blue panel). After exiting the first plateau many of the templates exhibit rapid second phase kinetics, marked by a large jump in reaction product that can exceed first phase reaction kinetics. It is possible that the second phase could be driven by homotropic allosteric cooperativity; 23 the trigger can bind either toehold as seen in Fig. 2 . The template loop structure is stable when compared to the trigger:template association (Table SI2 †) , and the accumulation of reaction products may possibly shift templates to an open, amplification competent state and produce nonlinear reaction kinetics. The subsequent second plateau is caused by exhaustion of reaction components and a buildup of inhibitory reaction products, as shown in the dark blue panel of Fig. 2 . This effect of inhibitory products was previously described when using EXPAR reactions and a palindromic looped template. 8 The final output of the second phase is approximately the size of the DNA triggers and elongated triggers as seen in PAGE analysis of reaction products; for more details see the ESI (Fig. SI4 †) . This rescue of the poisoned templates allows the reaction to produce 10-100 times more endpoint reaction product as measured by calibrated SYBR II fluorescence. Endpoint product concentration ranged from 7.8-116.9 µM, with several reaction products exceeding 100 µM during the second plateau (Table SI3 †) .
Reaction response to initial trigger concentration
We measured reaction output in real-time with varying initial trigger concentrations using the ssDNA binding dye SYBR II for fluorescent readout. ute fluorescence units are arbitrary; indeed, the resolution between 1 µM and 10 µM fluorescence levels is smaller than the background noise between samples in Fig. 3A . This fluorescence variation does not affect the shape and inflection points of the graph, however. Traces are shown for three different template types: a traditional EXPAR linear template (EXPAR1), a type I template (LS2 lowtG), and a type II template (LS3), respectively. The traditional EXPAR template was chosen from 384 published sequences as it had the highest separation between positive and negative controls. 43 Fits were performed on inflection points for initial trigger concentrations between the lowest detectable concentration (100 fM or 1 pM) and the highest concentration below the first plateau (1 µM).
The calculated first and second inflection points are shown in Fig. 3D-F . The traditional EXPAR template (Fig. 3A and D) did not enter the second phase, even when initial trigger concentration (10 µM) was above the plateau concentration of this template (5.58 µM, Table SI3 †). Inflection points of the traditional template were linearly correlated with the log 10 of the original trigger concentration as expected. 42 Inflection points in the first phase for both the type I and II looped templates were also linearly correlated with the log 10 of the original trigger concentration, but the correlation appeared slightly non-linear during the second phase ( Fig. 3E and F) . When the initial concentration of trigger exceeded the concentration at the first plateau, the inflection points appear to occur earlier than the fit lines predicted, which is expected for a hill-type reaction. The type I template initiated in the first plateau for initial trigger concentrations >1 µM and showed a short lag in amplification that was not present in the type II templates. The type I template also has a higher second plateau fluorescence level for greater initial concentrations of trigger, although it is unclear why this occurred. The type II template initiated in the second phase when the initial trigger concentration was 10 µM, which was above the measured plateau concentration (2.5 ± 0.2 µM, Fig. SI3 †) . This demonstrated the trigger dependence of the plateau and suggested that entering the second reaction phase was dependent on trigger concentration. As with traditional EXPAR, the limit of detection for the DNA trigger was determined by the nonspecific amplification rates. The optimized traditional template was kinetically distinct from the negative control at 100 fM of initial trigger, and the looped templates were kinetically distinct from the negative control at approximately 1 pM of initial trigger. Nearly all looped templates tested could distinguish between 0 and 10 pM initial trigger concentrations (Fig. SI6 †) .
Analyzing first phase kinetics by weakening loop thermodynamics within templates
We expect that weakening the loop structure would accelerate reaction kinetics in the first phase; a weaker loop will open and amplify faster than a strong loop. To examine this phenomenon, the free energy of the looped template structure was altered by adding long random sequences of 4-8 nucleotides into the loop before the nickase recognition site. This modification held the palindrome, toehold, and trigger sequences constant while weakening the template loop structure. The only additional thermodynamic parameter this modified was an increase in stability of the long trigger:template complex, which forms after the initial elongation of a template-bound trigger. Long triggers included the original trigger sequence, the nickase recognition site, and the additional long random sequences. The first inflection points of these new long random sequence (lrs) templates were divided by the first inflection point of the base template with no lrs; a relative first inflection point of one denotes a template that was not affected by the weakened loop.
These weakened template loops produced surprising and revealing results. For type I template LS2, decreasing the strength of the loop appeared to cause the loop to open faster, although the p values from a Holm-Bonferroni t-test were not significant ( p < 0.09 and p < 0.06, without correction). Type I template LS2 lowtG had similar or slightly slower trigger production in the first phase when the loop was weakened (Fig. 4, blue bars) . Surprisingly, decreasing the strength of the type II template loops slowed the first reaction phase for every template tested, with significant reaction delay for LS3 lt-1 templates and LS3 lrs-4 (Fig. 4, grey bars) . We hypothesize that the increased stability of the long triggers caused this phenomenon; these long triggers were more stable and therefore more difficult to remove. This observed decrease in the first phase reaction rate supported the Fig. 4 Weakening the loop structure of templates can result in slower reaction kinetics. Long random sequences (lrs) were added to four base looped templates after the nickase recognition site, resulting in a weaker template loop that produces the same product. The relative first inflection point is the average first inflection point divided by the average first inflection point of the base template without lrs; a value greater than one therefore signifies reduced first phase reaction kinetics. While a weakened loop has a modest effect on Type I templates (trigger T m < 60°C), Type II templates (trigger T m > 60°C) with weakened loops are much slower than their base template. Error bars represent standard deviations from at least three independent experiments, which all contained experimental replicates. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, Holm-Bonferroni t-test.
hypothesis that templates were deactivated by unextendable "poisoned" complimentary strands, and that type II templates were more susceptible to this phenomenon than type I templates.
Analyzing acceleration in the second reaction phase
Rapid acceleration in the second phase would be beneficial if these reactions are used as a digital readout, because a large jump in the second phase resembles definitive switch turn-on. We further analyzed DNA amplification kinetics for their ability to accelerate in the second phase, and to determine if relative second phase kinetics correlated with DNA association thermodynamics. The second phase acceleration was defined as the ratio of the maximum reaction rate in the second phase to the maximum reaction rate in the first phase; Fig. SI5 † gives details of this calculation. We hypothesized that cooperative binding of the trigger to the two toehold binding sites could possibly cause a rapid increase in reaction kinetics in the second phase. Hill coefficients of a homotropic cooperative receptor increase with the ratio between dissociation constants of the first and second binding events; a large difference in stability between the first and second ligand associations will result in a larger Hill coefficient and greater Hill behaviour. 23 This is qualitatively intuitive: the more relative stability that the first association provides, the greater the kinetic benefit of having a higher ligand concentration. In our system, this corresponds to the amplification incompetent state (a closed template) moving to an amplification competent state (an open template) through dual trigger binding. Free energy is directly proportionally to the natural log of the dissociation constant, so we tested the hypothesis of trigger-mediated cooperative looped template opening using DNA association thermodynamics. ΔG 5′toehold is the free energy of the toehold binding on the 5′ end of the template, ΔG 3′toehold is the free energy of toehold binding on the 3′ end of the template, ΔG palindrome is the free energy of palindrome association, ΔG loop is the free energy of the template looped secondary structure, and ΔG trigger:template is the free energy of trigger association with an open template. Details of these calculations are given in the Experimental section. We characterized the relative dissociation of the first and second trigger binding events by the difference in the free energy of the first binding event ΔG 5′toehold + ΔG 3′toehold + ΔG palindrome − ΔG loop and the second binding event ΔG trigger:template . A larger value signified a greater difference between the stability of the first and second trigger associations to the template.
The two template types showed distinct behavior. Type I templates showed significant correlation between the difference between the first and second trigger binding event and the reaction acceleration in the second phase (Spearman's Rho = 0.9667, p < 1.7 × 10 −4 ), while Type II templates did not (Spearman's Rho = 0.6437, p < 0.10) (Fig. 5A ). The loop melting temperature of Type I templates was higher than the melting temperature of the trigger:template complex (Table SI2 †) , but upon association the trigger will open the loop structure and switch the receptor to a binding competent state (Fig. 2, yellow panel) . Type II templates appear to have different dominant reaction pathways. Long triggers are triggers with an elongated nicking endonuclease recognition site. Long trigger removal was hypothesized to be driven by loop closure, which could be hindered by the presence of a stable triggers that remained on type II templates after nicking. The low acceleration in the ), but not type I templates (Spearman's Rho = −0.3333, p < 0.39). Inset is rescaled to show a zoomed in graph of type II template second phase acceleration.
second phase seen in type II templates could possibly be due to hindered removal of long poisoned triggers, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5B supports this hypothesis. ΔG long trigger:trigger is the free energy of the long trigger association with trigger, and ΔG long trigger:template is the free energy of the long trigger association with the template. The parameter: ΔG long trigger:trigger + ΔG loop − ΔG long trigger:template approximates thermodynamics of long trigger removal through trigger association to the long trigger and subsequent loop closure, as shown in Fig. 2 (light  blue panel) . A larger value corresponds to greater stability of the long triggers, which would slow amplification due to the poor removal of long poisoned triggers. Type II templates significantly correlate with this thermodynamic parameter, with the stability of the long triggers inversely proportional to the reaction acceleration in the second phase (Spearman's Rho = −0.9762, p < 4.0 × 10 −4 ). This correlation was not significant when analyzing type I templates (Spearman's Rho = −0.3333, p < 0.39). These observations support the concept of two distinct templates types, with Type II template kinetics hindered by poor long trigger removal.
Conclusions
We report a novel, biphasic DNA amplification reaction with a low gain first phase followed by a high gain second phase. The first phase resembles the popular oligonucleotide amplification reaction EXPAR, which operates on similar principles but uses a linear DNA template without a palindromic sequence. We hypothesize that the accumulation of "poisoned" templates with bound unextendable or uncleavable long triggers may slow the reaction and cause the first plateau seen in most palindromic templates and all EXPAR templates. The presence of a palindrome in the template appears to rescue the reaction from this plateau, even when the loop structure is not stable at the reaction temperature (Fig. SI2 †) . While palindromes can rescue the reaction from the first plateau, not all palindromic templates showed this first plateau (Fig. SI7 †) . Several highly stable loops had slow kinetics and unmeasurable plateaus, and it was unclear if they entered the second phase. Two templates with vanishingly small plateaus that entered the second phase both had relatively stable trigger:template complexes, although with only two templates it is not clear from this data the exact parameters that cause the plateau phase to effectively disappear. The reactions investigated here fall into two distinct categories: type I templates had triggers that will dynamically dissociate from the template after nicking (T m < 60°C), while type II templates had stable trigger template associations that were more likely to remain until strand displacement by the polymerase (T m > 60°C). DNA association thermodynamics related to the first phase reaction kinetics and second phase acceleration within the two template types, but did not show the same correlations between template types. Long template-bound triggers appeared to slow the reaction, particularly for type II templates which had stable triggers bound after nicking. We hypothesize that these effects caused a smaller acceleration in the second phase for type II templates, which typically did not show the same switch-like jump in second phase product concentration when compared to type I templates. These observations suggested that the two types of templates had different dominant reaction pathways and provided important design considerations to tune the reaction output during each phase. For instance, in order to achieve a high acceleration in the second phase, a type I template with a large difference in free energy between the first and second trigger binding events could be designed (Fig. 5) . For a more rapid response in the first phase, a type I template could be created such that ΔG 3′toe < ΔG loop (Fig. S1 †) .
These biphasic reactions require further investigation and optimization. Mathematical modeling of reaction kinetics and a full mechanistic understanding of the reaction phases would aid reaction design. As with many isothermal amplifications such as EXPAR, this reaction also produces non-specific amplification occurring at long reaction times in the absence of an oligonucleotide trigger. Non-specific amplification will increase the limit of detection and can decrease the experimental robustness. Optimizing solution conditions, adding ssDNA binding proteins and carbon sheets, 44 or adding other small molecules 45 can decrease non-specific amplification in EXPAR reactions, and would likely also be applicable in this reaction. Degradation of the reaction product was previously used to create a bistable switch from an EXPAR-type reaction, 11 and could be extended to suppress non-specific amplification or create threshold-based detection for targets above a chosen concentration. Inhibition or degradation of reaction products may also create a true bistable switch that could repeatedly turn "off" and "on".
We have demonstrated a novel new oligonucleotide amplification reaction with a two-stage output that is dependent on the released oligonucleotide trigger molecule. This biphasic DNA amplification reaction is a simple, one-step isothermal amplification reaction; reactions of this type have gained popularity as they do not require temperature cycling and therefore require less energy, hardware, and time.
1, 46 We have described a thermodynamically-based reaction design framework to approximate first phase output, as well as to tune the reaction acceleration in the switch-like second reaction phase. The reaction can report on a variety of analytes: specific proteins, 14, [32] [33] [34] [35] genomic bacterial DNA, 16 viral DNA, 31 microRNA, 36 or mRNA 15 can continuously create input trigger oligonucleotides, making the biphasic DNA amplification reaction broadly applicable to a variety of target molecules. When combined with single molecule amplification, this technique has the potential to be quantitative through digital amplification and detection. 47 The biphasic nature of this reaction makes it well suited for recognition of low-concentration molecules in biological samples, DNA logic gates, and other molecular recognition systems.
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